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Abstract

In hyperspectral transmission imaging (mainly refers to transmission breast imaging), the strong scattering

characteristics of the tissue cause the blurred image and weak image signal, which hinders heterogeneity detection

in tissue. In this paper, we designed the simulation experiment of collecting phantom images, and a joint

preprocessing algorithm suitable for transmission tissue image is proposed and verified: the algorithm combining

single channel frame accumulation and edge enhancement algorithm. The result shows that the PSNR of the

phantom image is increased to 57.3 dB and the edge of phantom image processed by the joint preprocessing

algorithm is preserved; the standard deviation is 19.8998 higher than original image, that is, the contrast is greatly

improved. In our previous work, the detection accuracy of the image processed by this algorithm is higher than

that without processed when the image detected in object detection algorithm based on deep learning; the mAP

reaches 99.9%. Therefore, the preprocessing algorithm in this paper provides a highly compatible and easier

preprocessing method for heterogeneity detection of multispectral tissue images, which improves the detection

accuracy of heterogeneity to some extent. And it may be a new way to improve the quality of such multispectral

and hyperspectral transmission tissue images.
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1 Introduction

Multispectral imaging has been applied to many fields,

from biological tissue characterization to environmental

monitoring [1–3], which has a wide range of applica-

tions. In the new medical testing, with the trend of

younger and high incidence of breast tumors [4],

scholars have begun to explore a simpler, lower cost

screening method for breast tissue lesions. Hyperspectral

mammography [5] may provide a means for early self-

examination of breast tumors, but the strong scattering

characteristics of the tissue result in low signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) and insufficient clarity of the tissue image,

which prevents the accurate detection of heterogeneity

[5] (lesion tissue in the breast that is distinct from nor-

mal breast tissue). In general, the study of low-resolution

problems in multispectral transmission images can be

divided into two aspects: the acquisition end and the

preprocessing end. On the acquisition side, Jian et al. [6]

designed an adaptive multispectral imaging system to

correct the wavefront error of the illumination light for

obtaining a high-resolution image of the biological tis-

sue. Rousset et al. [7] demonstrated an adaptive multi-

spectral acquisition scheme based on time resolution of

single-pixel imaging, which provides low-cost, high-qual-

ity multispectral images. Yang et al. [8] optimized illu-

mination methods using shape function signals to

increase the dynamic range of multispectral imaging sys-

tems based on light-emitting diodes (LEDs), thereby im-

proving the grayscale resolution of multispectral images.

Li et al. [9] proposed and demonstrated that multi-wave-

length “synergy effects” in light-emitting diode (LED)-

multispectral images obtained by frequency division

modulation can be used to improve the image quality of

each waveband. In hyperspectral transmission imaging,

the frame accumulation technique that has been
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successfully applied to various low-light-level image de-

tection devices is one of the most effective methods for

enhancing weak transmission image signals. On the pre-

processing side, the main methods are wavelet transform

filtering, space-time domain combined filtering, and

other classical image denoising methods [10–13] for the

low SNR and low contrast of images. However, the filter-

ing methods may smooth the image and lose edge de-

tails. Gang et al. [14] greatly enhanced the SNR of the

low-light-level transmission image by combining the

frame accumulation and the shaping signal technology,

and improved the detection sensitivity of the transmis-

sion image. Starting from the preprocessing side, this

paper innovatively added image synthesis and edge en-

hancement algorithm based on the frame accumulation

of single-channel images, which obtained a method that

better matched with the heterogeneity detection of the

transmitted tissue image and greatly improved the image

quality.

Aiming at the characteristics of tissue images, this

paper designed a simulation experiment to collected

multispectral phantom [5] images to get the joint pre-

processing algorithm for multispectral transmission tis-

sue images. The experiment used liquid and solid as the

phantom of breast tissue and heterogeneous tissue, re-

spectively. The polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) [15]

container with a transmittance up to 96% is used to hold

liquid imitation for the first time. We combined the

frame-accumulated averaging with the edge enhance-

ment and image synthesis to get the joint preprocessing

algorithm, which matched better with heterogeneity de-

tection. Finally, the collected multispectral transmission

phantom images are processed by this algorithm to ob-

tained high-quality images. The experiment result shows

that the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the image

that is processed by the joint preprocessing algorithm is

increased to 57.3 dB, and the image SNR is improved by

2.60 dB, which is improved by 1.11 dB compared with

the filtering alone. The signal-to-noise ratio and the con-

trast at the edges are significantly improved. The stand-

ard deviation of the image processed by the algorithm is

19.8998 higher than the original image. And this prepro-

cessing algorithm has been indirectly verified in our pre-

vious work [16]: we used faster regions with

convolutional neural networks features (Faster R-CNN)

[17] object detection [18] algorithm based on deep

learning to detect the image processed by the prepro-

cessing algorithm, and reached 99.9% mean average pre-

cision (mAP) [19]. Moreover, the detection accuracy of

the transmission image processed by the algorithm is

higher than that without the algorithm. Therefore, we

propose a preprocessing algorithm suitable for hetero-

geneity detection of transmission breast tissue image

based on the frame accumulation technique. The

algorithm plays a good role in locating the edges of het-

erogeneous tissues, so it may improve the heterogeneity

detection accuracy of multispectral and hyperspectral

transmission tissue images to some extent.

2 Related technology

The self-test of the human body may be greatly affected

by the environment and individuals and the biological

tissue has comparatively strong scattering and absorp-

tion characteristics, which thus inevitably leads to weak

signal and insufficient image clarity. In addition, we

made a low-light-level treatment in the experimental en-

vironment in order to reduce the influence of external il-

lumination on the transmission experiment. The frame

accumulation technique that has been successfully ap-

plied to various low-light-level image detection devices

is one of the most effective methods for enhancing weak

transmission image signals. Thence, this paper used the

frame accumulation technique to improve image SNR

and grayscale resolution to obtain high precision trans-

mission phantom images.

2.1 Frame accumulation technique

Gray level is the core of image accuracy and sensitivity

of heterogeneity detection. The higher the gray level

resolution of the image is, the richer the image informa-

tion is, the more favorable to the classification and ana-

lysis of tissues. Frame accumulation could enhance the

gray level and the grayscale resolution to some extent

[14]. In image processing, multi-frame accumulation is

to add the gray values of the corresponding pixels of two

images or multiple frames of images at different times to

obtain their time-averaged images, which can multiply

the SNR of the image while avoiding edge loss caused by

filtering:

The SNR of a single frame:

SNR ¼ x2s

�

σ
2
n

ð1Þ

xs is the image signal, xn is the noise, and σ
2
n is the

variance of xn.

The frame-accumulated SNR is:

SNR
0

¼

X

m

i¼1

xsi

 !2

,

D
X

m

i¼1

xni

 ! ð2Þ

In static imaging, the image signal of each frame is the

same, xs1 ¼ xs2 ¼ xs3 ¼ … ¼ xs , the random noise of

each frame xn1 ; xn2 ;⋯; xnm is independent, then:
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SNR
0

¼ m2x2s =mσ
2
n ¼ mSNR ð4Þ

The SNR is m times higher than before.

2.2 Laplace enhancement

The edge of the transmission phantom image is blurred

that results in the inability to accurately locate the edge,

which is very unfavorable to subsequent heterogeneity

detection. Therefore, we do edge enhancement opera-

tions on the frame-accumulated image.

The essence of image blurring is that the image is sub-

jected to an averaging or integral operation, so it can be

restored by an inverse operation. The differential oper-

ation can highlight the image details to make the image

clearer; the second-order differential edge positioning

ability is stronger and the sharpening effect is better

than the first-order differential. And the basic method of

using the second-order differential operator is to define

a discrete form of second-order differential, then gener-

ate a filter template based on this form to convolve with

the image. Isotropic filter, its response is independent of

the direction of the abrupt change of the image, which is

the rotation invariance. Consequently, when the original

image is rotated by 90°, the details (mutations) that can

be detected at a certain point in the original image can

also be detected after the rotation. And the Laplacian is

the simplest isotropic differential operator, thus this

paper uses the second-order differential linear oper-

ator—Laplacian operator to enhance the edge.

For two-dimensional images, the Laplacian is defined

as:

∇2 f ¼
∂
2 f

∂x2
þ
∂
2 f

∂y2
ð5Þ

This equation is represented as a discrete form to

more suitable for digital image processing. So the sec-

ond-order partial differential in the x and y directions

can be obtained by the definition of the digital second-

order differential processing:

∂
2 f

∂
2x2

¼ f xþ 1; yð Þ þ f x−1; yð Þ−2 f x; yð Þ

∂
2 f

∂
2y2

¼ f x; yþ 1ð Þ þ f x; y−1ð Þ−2 f x; yð Þ

ð6Þ

Combined the above definition with the definition of

the Laplacian operator according to the formulas (5) and

(6), the digital realization of the two-dimensional Lapla-

cian is obtained by adding these two components:

∇2 f ¼ f xþ 1; yð Þ þ f x−1; yð Þ þ f x; yþ 1ð Þ þ f x; y−1ð Þ½ �−4 f x; yð Þ

ð7Þ

That is to say, the Laplacian calculation of a point is the

sum of the gray levels of the top, bottom, left, and right

minus the gray level of the point itself. Similarly, all the

symbols are inverted according to the different definitions

of the second-order differential, then all gray values in the

above formula are all added with a minus sign, the coeffi-

cients become − 1, − 1, − 1, − 1, 4. The described above is a

four-contiguous Laplacian operator. And the operator is ro-

tated by 45° and added to the original operator to obtain

the operator of the eight neighborhood; that is to say, the

difference between the sum of eight pixels around one pixel

and eight times the middle pixel is taken as the Laplace cal-

culation result. For ease of programming, the Laplacian is

represented as a mask (template). Figure 1a shows a

discrete Laplacian mask defined by eq. (7), and Fig. 1b

shows its extended mask. The Laplacian operator is a differ-

ential operator that can enhance the region of grayscale

mutations in an image and reduce the area where the gray-

scale change slowly. Therefore, superimposing the sharp-

ened image with the Laplacian image may protect the effect

of Laplacian sharpening while restoring the background in-

formation. The original image will minus the Laplace trans-

form image if the definition we used has a negative center

coefficient. Then, the final Laplacian sharpening formula

can be obtained from Eqs. (5)–(7):

g x; yð Þ ¼
f x;yð Þ−∇2 f x;yð Þ;k<0

f x;yð Þþ∇2 f x;yð Þ;k>0

n

ð8Þ

k is the Laplacian mask center coefficient.

In view of the characteristics of multispectral tissue im-

ages in this experiment, it was found that the result ob-

tained using the two masks (a) and (b) in Fig. 1 is best. The

mask coefficients are k = − 4, and k = − 8, respectively.

As seen in the form of the mask, the Laplace operation

will make the bright spot brighter if a bright spot ap-

pears in the darker area of the image. This feature is very

advantageous for the grayscale transition point of the

Fig. 1 Two Laplacian filter masks. (a) is a discrete Laplacian mask

corresponding to Equation 7, and (b) is an extended mask of (a)
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low-light-level transmission tissue image, which will

make the mutation point at the heterogeneous tissue

more prominent. Because the Laplacian increases the

noise while enhancing the edges, we use Gaussian filter-

ing to denoise before the Laplace operation in order to

avoid increasing noise of the image. In this paper, we

use the Laplacian filter expansion mask of Fig. 1b to

sharpen the red and green and blue (RGB) three-channel

color image to enhance the edge detail in the image, and

then use the mask with a mask center coefficient of k =

− 4 to enhance each single-channel image.

3 Experiment
3.1 Experimental device

Figure 2 depicts a schematic diagram of the experimen-

tal equipment in our previous work [14]. The device

consists of the following components: LED light source

(0.5 W), phantom, mobile phone (model: HUAWEI

mate9, frame rate: 59 fps, image resolution: 1080 ×

1920), a computer (connected to mobile phone) for im-

ages handling, shading cloth.

The blue light (460 nm) has the strongest transmission

ability in water according to the absorption spectrum of

water; so, the synthetic light of two wavelengths of

460 nm and 560 nm was used in the experiment to

transmit the phantom.

The composition of the phantom: the related literature

[20] shows that the fat emulsion can be regarded as the

scattering medium. The composition of the fat emulsion:

soybean oil (the main component is the ester of higher fatty

acid and glycerol), lecithin, glycerin, and water. However,

the main chemical components of milk are 87.5% water,

3.5~4.2% fat (composed of glycerin and fatty acid),

2.8~3.4% protein, 4.6% to 4.8% lactose, and a small amount

of inorganic salt. In view of the similarity of the compos-

ition of fat emulsion and milk, and the similarity between

pork tissue and human breast tissue structure, we used a 1:

3 mixture of milk and water in the experiment and adjusted

the concentration within the error tolerance. The mixture

is used as a breast tissue simulating fluid, and a certain

thickness of raw pork is suspended in the solution as a dis-

eased breast tissue (heterogeneous tissue). And we use the

PMMA flat cuboid container with a transmittance of up to

96% (the translucency of the breast is higher than other hu-

man tissues) to hold the tissue simulating fluid.

3.2 Get images

Based on the experiment setups, the phantom images

are obtained:

The specific experiment procedures are as follows:

1. Adjust and fix the distance between the phantom,

the mobile phone, and light source; turn on the

light source; cover the shading cloth; and turn on

the camera to record the video of the phantom for

10 min.

2. The video of (1) is transmitted to the computer and

the image is extracted; we obtained a total of n =

35200 frames of the original phantom images after

images with the coarse error are removed.

3. The extracted image xi is separated into RGB

channels to obtain three single-channel images xi, j,

Fig. 2 The schematic diagram of the experiment system device
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then m = 3n single-channel grayscale images are

obtained, which prepares for single-channel frame

accumulation in preprocessing.

3.3 Joint preprocessing algorithm

On the basis of separating the original image into three sin-

gle-channel grayscale image, the single-channel grayscale

image is cropped, frame-accumulated, denoised and fil-

tered, image synthesized (information fusion), etc., and syn-

thesized it into a full-color image, then do further edge

enhancement.

1. In this paper, a total of 35200 frames are extracted

and each frame size is 1080 × 1920. Because the

storage space required for the later processing is so

large that the image size will affect the speed of the

post-processing algorithm, we cuts out the edge parts

that uncorrelated and entrained noise of the image

without affecting the accuracy and quality of the

algorithm. Then the size is appropriately cut to

500 × 360. Figure 3 is the schematic of image

cropping.

2. Averaging the frame-accumulated of single-channel

image: frame accumulation for every 100 frames of

single-channel image to improve image grayscale

and increase SNR. For each group of single-channel

images xi, j, frame-accumulated averaging is

performed every N frames, then have:

X

iþN−1

i; j¼1

xi; j ¼ xi;1 þ xiþ1;1 þ⋯þ xiþN−1;1

X

iþN−1

i; j¼2

xi; j ¼ xi;2 þ xiþ1;2 þ⋯þ xiþN−1;2

X

iþN−1

i; j¼3

xi; j ¼ xi;3 þ xiþ1;3 þ⋯þ xiþN−1;3

; 0 < i < n−1;N > 1

ð9Þ

Average results after accumulation:

xt; j ¼
1

N

X

iþN−1

i

xi; j ; t ¼ 1; 2;…;∐
n

N

� �

; j

¼ 1; 2; 3 ð10Þ

In this experiment, N is taken as 100. From the for-

mula (9) (10), 352 × 3 single-channel images xt, j are ob-

tained after frame accumulation averaging. The

grayscale image is then further denoised by a mean filter

and a Gaussian filter designed for the phantom image

features.

3. Image synthesis: the single-channel grayscale image

xt, j after (1), (2) operation is synthesized into a

three-channel full-color imagext,.

4. The Laplacian mask and its extended mask

described in Section 2.2 are superimposed on the

image to enhance edge detail.

The methods extraction of (1)–(4) is combined into a

preprocessing method with a high degree matching with

heterogeneity detection of transmission tissue image,

which is called a joint preprocessing algorithm.

The term “multispectral image” as used herein means

that in this paper, we used a two-wavelength spectral

transmission phantom and then got a dual-spectral band

image instead of a single-wavelength image, which is the

“multi-spectral image” in this paper. Although the num-

ber of transmission bands does not reach the “10 or

more wavelengths of light transmission” as claimed in

the technical field, it is not a single-wavelength transmis-

sion. It is intended to illustrate that the preprocessing

method studied in this paper is based on the experiment

of dual-wavelength transmission instead of single-wave-

length light transmission. So the method is likely to be

Fig. 3 The schematic of image cropping

Table 1 The SNRs of original single-channel grayscale image

and single-channel image processed by each preprocessing

method

Image SNR/dB

Mean filtered image 7.3427

Gaussian filtered image 7.3637

100 frames of accumulated image 8.0141

Image processed by the joint preprocessing algorithm 8.4817

Original image 5.8794

Table 2 The mean signal-to-noise ratios (MSNRs) of the original

single-channel image and the N-frames accumulated image [21]

Image MSNR/dB

Original image 38.5706

100 frames of accumulated image 47.6169

1000 frames of accumulated image 59.0384
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used in image processing under more spectral transmis-

sion, that is, the “multispectral” image here is an

attempted object of the preprocessing method.

4 Results and analysis

In this paper, comparing the experimental results, it is

found that the SNR of the imitation image processed by

the joint preprocessing algorithm is increased, and the

grayscale resolution and edge contrast are improved to

some extent.

4.1 Frame accumulation analysis

By calculating the SNR of the original image and the

cropped image, it is found that the noise of the cropped

image is lower than that of the original image, and the

SNR of the cropped image is increased. The PSNR of

the cropped image reaches 50.96 dB, which indicates

that the clipping removes noise to a certain extent and

increases the SNR (Table 1).

The portion of frame accumulation significantly im-

proved the quality of multispectral tissue images. It is

found by calculation that the SNR of the frame

Fig. 4 The effect of frame accumulation is compared with the original image. (a) is the original image, (c) is the image of 100 frames

accumulation. (b) and (d) are the histograms of (a) and (c), respectively

Table 3 The PSNRs of frame accumulated image and its mean

image and the single-channel image processed by the

conventional filtering method

Image PSNR/dB

Mean filtered image 24.1376

Gaussian filtered image 24.5873

Mean and Gaussian filtered image 24.2158

Frames cumulative averaged image 25.0075

100 frames of accumulated image 57.3278

Fig. 5 The comparison of original image and the image of wavelet

transform denoising. (a) is the original image grayscale image, and

(b) is the wavelet denoising image
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accumulated image is increased by 2.13 dB, which is in

accordance with the theoretical derivation in Section 2.1

of this paper.

According to the derivation of Section 2.1, we can also

approximate the 3000-frame accumulated image as a

true-value image to use the quality evaluation method

without reference image [21] to evaluate the single-chan-

nel frame-accumulated image quality of this experiment.

The results are shown in Table 2. Table 2 shows the

mean signal-to-noise ratio (MSNR) of the image after

the original image and frame accumulation.

Since the existing display device has only 256 gray levels,

it is impossible to display images of higher gray levels. To

show the effect of frame accumulation, we normalized the

image and then linearly stretched it to 256 grayscale. Then

we show that the effect of frame accumulation is com-

pared with the original image in Fig. 4.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the gray scale of the

image after the single-channel frame-accumulation is

greatly improved, and the gray scale distribution is more

uniform and dense. Therefore, the gray-scale is increased

and the gray level resolution is improved after the frame

accumulation processing.

PSNR is the most widely used objective measure for

evaluating image quality, but the actual test results show

that the PSNR evaluation results are not completely con-

sistent with the visual quality seen by the human eye. In

the human eye, it is possible that images with higher

PSNR look worse than images with lower PSNR. This is

because the sensitivity of the human eye to the error is

not absolute, and the perceived result is affected by many

factors. However, the PSNR is based on the error between

the corresponding pixel points. In other words, it is based

on the error-sensitive image quality evaluation, and does

not take the visual characteristics of the human eye into

account. Let fij denotes the pixel of the original blurred

multispectral image, f
0

ij denotes the pixel of the enhanced

image, and the image size is M ×N, then we have:

MSE ¼

X

0≤ i≤M

X

0≤ j≤N

f ij− f
0

ij

� �2

M � N
ð11Þ

PSNR ¼ 10 log10
2bits−1
� �2

MSE
ð12Þ

MSE is the mean square error, and the larger the

PSNR value is, the smaller the image distortion is. In the

field of image processing, it is generally considered that

the image quality is excellent when the PSNR is higher

than 40 dB, the image quality is good at 30–40 dB (the

distortion of image can be perceived but acceptable),

and the image quality is poor at 20–30 dB, and images

with PSNR below 20 dB are unacceptable.

Table 3 shows that the single-channel image quality is

significantly enhanced by frame accumulation. It can be

concluded from Table 3 that the PSNR of the image

after the frame is accumulated is higher than the image

Fig. 6 Comparison of each filtering method with the preprocessing algorithm in this paper. (a) is the original image, (b) is the median filtered

image, (c) is the Gaussian filtered image, and (d) is the image processed by the preprocessing algorithm of this paper

Fig. 7 The original image and the color phantom image finally

obtained by the preprocessing algorithm. (a) is original image, (b) is

the color phantom image finally obtained by the

preprocessing algorithm
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after filtering; that is, the image quality of the frame ac-

cumulation is higher than that of the filtered image, and

its PSNR is 57.3278 dB which is greater than 40 dB.

In addition, the paper also experiments the median filter-

ing, Gaussian filtering, and wavelet transform to denoise

the transmission image; the effect is shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

From the above comparison of the graphs, it can be

found that the quality improvement of the transmitted

phantom images processed by the pre-processing algo-

rithm is significant compared to other filtering methods.

In addition, we use the standard deviation to represent

the contrast of an image. The standard deviation of the

image is an important indicator to measure the effect of

an image enhancement. The larger the standard devi-

ation of the image pixel matrix is, the higher the con-

trast of the image is. It is found by calculation that the

standard deviation of the original image in this experi-

ment is 56.9473, and the standard deviation of the image

after the preprocessing algorithm is 76.8471, which is

19.8998 higher than the original image. This shows a

large increase in contrast. Figure 7 is the comparison of

a color phantom image subjected to a preprocessing al-

gorithm with the original image.

4.2 Edge detection

We use three edge detection methods to evaluate the ef-

fect of the joint preprocessing algorithm:

a. Edge detection is performed using the Prewitt oper-

ator and the Sobel operator.

b. We used non-maximum suppression to set the same

gradient threshold for the images before and after image

pre-processing, then the edges are extracted and the set

of points in the boundary is obtained, and then we got

the edge detection image in Fig. 8.

The gradient threshold algorithm is as follows:

m i; jð Þ ¼
225;g i; jð Þ>p

0;g i; jð Þ≤p ; i ¼ 0; 1; 2⋯; 502; j ¼ 0; 1; 2
n

⋯; 362:p > 0:

ð13Þ

m(i, j) is the gray value of any point of the image, g(i, j)

represents the gradient value at any point of the image,

and p is the threshold. In this paper, p = 5 is set to ob-

tain the four edge detection images of Fig. 9.

It is found from Fig. 9 that (d) has the largest set of

boundary points and contains the most points, showing

more details under the same gradient threshold. Among

them, in addition to the boundary between the illumi-

nated circle and the corners, and bright arcs in the 12

o’clock and 6 o’clock positions, the center position of

the heterogeneous body also appears more edge points

than the original image and presents the outline of the

original heterogeneous body. Therefore, the overall edge

and content edge of the image are preserved and sharp-

ened after the pre-processing algorithm, which is crucial

for extracting the edge features of the transmitted image

in heterogeneity detection.

Fig. 8 The edge detection image of original image and the preprocessed image. (a) is the prewitt operator detection image of the original

image, (b) (c) is the image detected by the prewitt operator and sobel operator, respectively. (d) is the edge detection of the preprocessed

image by the gradient threshold method

Fig. 9 Edge detection image of the original image and the

preprocessed image at the same gradient threshold. (a) is edge

detection image of the original image. (b) is edge detection image

of the preprocessed image
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4.3 Comparison of heterogeneity detection results

In the previous work, we performed heterogeneity detec-

tion on the data set obtained by the preprocessing algo-

rithm, and obtained the mAP of 99.9% using the Faster

R-CNN training model [16]. And it can also explain that

the preprocessing algorithm in this paper plays a role in

improving the detection accuracy of heterogeneous

bodies.

We use three kinds of image data to test the depth

model trained: (a) the preprocessed image data of test

set within the data set of the experiment, (b) the prepro-

cessed image data that is not within the data set, and (c)

image data that is not preprocessed and not within the

data set. The test result found that the detection accur-

acy of the above were 85.6%, 75.1%, and 66.7%, respect-

ively. So the detection accuracy of three test data is a >

b > c, which indicates that the detection accuracy is af-

fected by the image SNR and resolution to some extent.

It also verifies that the heterogeneity detection accuracy

of the image processed by the joint preprocessing algo-

rithm is higher.

5 Discussion

Based on the experiment and single-channel frame accu-

mulation, this paper proposes a preprocessing algorithm

that is well matched with heterogeneous detection of

transmitted breast tissue images. The algorithm can

greatly improve the SNR and contrast compared with

the traditional filtering method, and improve the quality

of the transmitted phantom image. Since our algorithm

is based on our simulated experimental images. There

are still some gaps between our simulated experiment

and the real application although the design of our sim-

ulated experiment and diseased phantoms is very similar

to the real environment and the diseased breast tissue.

The algorithm has certain limitations on the application

of the actual scene, and may not be as good as the effect

obtained on the experimental image. In view of the limi-

tation, we will further carry out experiments and re-

search on real data in the subsequent work based on this

algorithm. Although this algorithm has certain limita-

tions, it can provide a reference direction for us to study

the data processing of real lesion images in the future,

and it may become a method of improving the quality of

multi-spectral transmission tissue images and such

blurred images.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we designed a transmission phantom

image acquisition experiment combined with the charac-

teristics of breast tissue. For the first time, the PMMA

material container with high transmittance was used to

hold liquid phantom, then we proposed a joint prepro-

cessing algorithm based on frame accumulation and

edge enhancement algorithm. The high-quality transmis-

sion tissue images suitable for heterogeneity detection

are obtained after processed by the algorithm. The ex-

periment results show that the PSNR of the image proc-

essed by the joint preprocessing algorithm is increased

to 57.3 dB, and the SNR of the pre-processed image is

2.60 dB higher than the original image. And the edges

are preserved and sharpened, and the standard deviation

is 19.8998 higher than the original image, which shows

that the contrast is significantly increased.
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